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Course Description: 

In this course we explore the kind of life God wants for us and potential barriers to living that life. God 
wants us to be holy as He is holy and yet, as we grow into union with Him, the wounds and hurts of the 
past can creates obstacles. The talks in this course explain how to address these difficulties, how to find 
relief from the distress they cause and how to find healing and grow into wholeness, holiness and, 
ultimately, sainthood. 

TALK 1 - Trauma and neglect 
In this talk we look at the nature of the emotional wounds we may incur especially during our formative 
years. Sometimes wounds are caused by early trauma, but sometimes, also, they may be caused by 
neglect, not so much the imposition of something bad, but the absence of something good that should 
have been present. 

We look at how we respond to wounds in sinful ways and by using coping mechanisms to compensate for 
the pain we feel inside. We end up believing lies about ourselves, making judgments of other people and 
making inner vows to ensure that we are not hurt again in the same way. 

We explore ways that we can seek a remedy for our wounds through prayer and invite the Lord to heal us. 
Part of that process of healing involves confession and reconciliation, and renouncing the sinful and 
damaging patterns of behavior and thinking that we have built up over the years. 

Yet, healing is a means to an end. The goal is holiness and union with God. 

 

Reflections from the talk 

“I invite you as you listen to open your heart to the Spirit of God speaking in you about your own healing 
journey and your personal history. Take note of when something is stirring in your heart. A couple of 
questions that come up when we are talking about healing in the parish. 

“The first one is: are modern people less robust emotionally and psychologically than the generations that 
went before them? Do we need healing more than previous generations?” 

What is your opinion and why? 

“And the second connecting question is: is it harder to be holy nowadays? “ 

Do you find this harder than your ancestors might have? If so, why? 

 

Texts to ponder 

“Finally, beloved, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is 
pleasing, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, 
think about these things.” (Phil 4:8) 

What do I spend my time thinking about? 

Do I “take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ” (2 Cor 10:5) or does my mind stray into 
unhealthy territory? 

What should I feed my mind with? 

 

Things to take to prayer 

Think about how you have been hurt in the past.  
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Have you developed any inner vows to prevent yourself from being hurt again? (For example, ‘I will 
never do what my parents did.’) 

Think about a healthy childhood and what should be present in a home – parents who are both present and 
loving and encouraging and spend quality time helping the children to grow through the different stages 
to adulthood in a healthy way; parents who model to the children what a good marriage is; siblings who 
are also close friends.  

What was missing from your own childhood?  

Was there physical, emotional, or spiritual neglect of any kind?  

Was there anything absent that should have been there during your childhood and adolescence? 

Think about traumatic situations or events you experienced in the past. 

Are there any lies you have come to believe about yourself as a result? (For example, that you are 
unloved or unlovable, that no one understands you and you will always be an outsider, that if you trust 
you will be hurt, that you are powerless, that you are worthless, that life has no meaning for you, that 
everything is confusing or that you will never have what you want.) 

Do you recognize these lies as being from the enemy? 

Are there any ways that you try to alleviate your pain from past or present hurts by seeking false comfort? 
(Alcohol, drugs, pornography, gossip, spending money, accumulating ‘stuff’). 

 

Renouncing sins 

Pride: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of pride and any idolatry of myself. I renounce self-
righteousncss, self-deception, and self-promotion. I ask for your forgiveness Lord, and I choose instead to humble 
myself before you.” 

Sloth: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of Sloth, and my idolatry of ease and false comfort. I 
renounce laziness or giving up when things get difficult. I ask for your forgiveness Lord, and I choose diligence and 
perseverance.” 

Envy: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of envy, and any idolatry of position or status. I renounce 
coveting what anyone else has and bringing them down. I ask for your forgiveness Lord, and I choose instead 
contentment and kindness toward my neighbors.”  

Lust: “In the name of-Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of Lust, and any idolatry of sex or relationships. I renounce all 
immorality, fornication, adultery, pornography. I ask for your forgiveness Lord, and I choose instead the virtue of 
chastity and to see everyone in purity.” 

Gluttony: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of Gluttony, and any idolatry of food, drink or drugs. I 
renounce all self-indulgence and false comfort through what I take into my body. I ask your forgiveness Lord, and I 
choose instead temperance and fasting to combat self-indulgence.” 

Greed: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of Greed, and any idolatry of security, wealth or money. I 
renounce all sins of hoarding, stealing, or using people to get ahead. I ask your forgiveness Lord, and I choose 
instead generosity and trusting you for my provision.” 

Anger: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the sin of anger, and any idolatry of power, control or justice. I 
renounce all bitterness, judgments, and retaliation. I ask for your forgiveness Lord, and I choose instead the virtue of 
patience and long-suffering, to bless those who hurt me.” 
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Prayer 

Heavenly Father, I know that you love me, that there is no condemnation in you, but only compassion. 
Show me where I have been hurt in the past and how I have tried to compensate for the pain in sinful 
ways. Heal me of those hurts and help me to believe in that I am your beloved son/daughter. I renounce 
all bitterness, any ways in which I seek false comfort from the world and any sinful patterns that have 
grown up around me. I offer myself to you now, Lord and I ask you to reveal to me your unconditional 
love. Give me the grace to respond to that love wholeheartedly and give me your peace. 

Amen 

 

 

TALK 2 – Forgiveness 

In this talk we look at barriers to moving forward into holiness. We talk about why forgiveness is 
important and work through the forgiveness process, forgiving someone who has hurt us. And lastly we 
reflect on why we need healing to get to heaven. 

 

Reflections from the talk 

“Sin is always a response to some wound or our own sin, wounds that are inflicted by someone else or by 
ourselves. So there's not a sin that you've ever committed that you can't trace back to a lie that you 
believed about yourself, or about the world, or about God, or about this or that object or pleasure that you 
could experience.” 

Do you have a persistent area of sin? What wound is it responding to?  

What lies do you believe that cause you to sin? 

“We can't get to heaven, we can't see God, until we're saints… to be perfected, which means to become 
holy, which means to become whole, which means to become healed.” 

In what way do you think healing and holiness are the same thing? 

“Most people have patterns of sin that they're ashamed of and are very hard on themselves. And that is the 
evil one’s goal in this life. He wants you to beat yourself up.” 

Can you recognize the voice of condemnation for your sin as being from the enemy?  

What is the remedy for sin: shame and condemnation, or repentance and forgiveness? Which do I 
choose? 

“If I do not receive anything from Jesus, look for barriers. And then when I receive healing from Jesus, 
ask the Lord to make manifest the fruits of love and joy and peace – all the fruits and gifts of the Spirit.” 

Are there barriers in your life where you are unable to move forward emotionally or spiritually? 

What are the sources of those barriers? 

“The more I bring the things that are going on in my own heart, the things that are bothering me, before 
him, the more I am free to receive and to give love.” 

Can you offer your hurts to the Lord for healing? 
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Texts to ponder 

“Seen at a sufficiently deep level, healing is the entire content of redemption.” (Jesus of Nazareth, vol. 1. 
Pope Benedict XVI) 

In what way was healing part of Jesus gospel message? 

“So is my word that goes out from my mouth: It will not return to me empty, but will accomplish what I 
desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it. (Isaiah 55:11) 

Do you believe that God will continue to perfect you and heal you and make you holy? 

 “For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. 
But if you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins.” (Matthew 6:14-15) 

Is there someone who has hurt you against whom you still harbor resentment and unforgiveness? 

Book recommendation: “Unwanted: How sexual brokenness reveals our way to healing,” by Jay Stringer. 

 

Things to take to prayer 

Forgiving another person. Here is the forgiveness process. (For the prayers refer to the Healing Prayers 
handout.) 

1. Ask the Holy Spirit to show you who you need to forgive (could be family, friend, abuser, God, 
yourself). 

2. Picture the person in front of you and pay attention to what you feel. 

3. Make an account of the debt they owe you (what did they take from you, how did they hurt you? It is 
okay to feel angry). 

4. Speak to that person aloud telling them what they did to hurt you and how it has affected you. 

5. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal to you what you believe about yourself based on that incident (the 
identity lie). 

6. Renounce the identity lie. (For example: “I renounce the lie that I am not loved or cared for, etc? See 
“Prayer for Renouncing Identity Lies,” on pg.3.)  

7. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal the judgments you hold towards the person who hurt you.  

8. Renounce the judgments (See “Prayer for Renouncing Judgments of a Person,” on pg.3).  

9. Pray a short prayer asking Jesus to forgive the person. 

10. Forgive the person. 

11. Pray a prayer of blessing over that person, asking God to bless them in the opposite way to the way 
they hurt you. 

12. Are there any inner vows you have made as a result of this hurt? Renounce those inner vows now 
(See “Prayer for Renouncing Inner Vows,” on pg.3) 

13. Is there an unhealthy soul tie with the person you have just forgiven? Break the soul tie. (See “Prayer 
for Breaking Soul Ties.”) 

14. Ask Jesus to seal this forgiveness and heal the wounds (See “Prayer for Sealing and Blessing,” on 
pg.3). 

15. Thank God for his healing. 
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Prayer  

Jesus, you have said that if I forgive I will be forgiven. Give me the grace to forgive all those who have 
hurt me in the past and against whom I hold resentment. Help me to love as you love. Give me the 
freedom of your Holy Spirit so that I am open to receive your love, to know that I am loved and, in turn, 
to pass on that love to others. Show me whom I need to forgive. Fill me with a desire to be holy and to 
seek wholeness, so that at last I may find complete union with you and enter into my inheritance as your 
beloved son/daughter. 

Amen. 

 

 

Talk 3 – Brokenness and Wholeness 

In this talk we look at how the Lord brings about healing in us. We examine the seven deadly wounds as 
described by Dr. Bob Schuchts of the John Paul II Healing Center. We reveal the lies we are tempted to 
believe about ourselves. 

We also examine the process of holiness and wholeness and answer the question: Why does God want to 
heal us? 

 

Reflections from the talk 

“God is love and God is constantly trying to break into our lives with love... He wants to heal us of all 
those wounds that we've gathered and his purpose in wanting to heal us is to bring us to complete 
perfection in him, to bring about holiness in our lives so that ultimately we can be united to him forever in 
heaven.” 

Do you believe that God really loves you and desires to heal you? 

“That person who just cut you off in traffic is telling you something about yourself that perhaps you 
already thought. They're telling you you're worthless, that you don't matter… perhaps that person is 
pressing on an existing wound that you already have of rejection.” 

Can you think of similar situations in which you felt rejected? 

What is the original wound that that is pressing? 

“It can come about through perhaps a confrontation with somebody else where we felt worthless at the 
end of it, or even in an environment growing up where we were not appreciated or affirmed.” 

Were you affirmed growing up, or did you experience disappointment, criticism or bullying? 

“The Lord wants to heal us of those wounds, so sometimes he allows the current distress or discomfort to 
arise in our lives because he wants to focus on the original wound and heal that. Sometimes it's important 
to revisit the memories from which those wounds arise.” 

Is there a sense of discomfort or distress in your life currently? When was the first time you remember 
having that feeling? Can you offer that memory to the Lord for healing? 

“We think these lies are coming up from within us and we think that they are the truth. In actual fact 
many times they are suggested to us by evil spirits. So they are less something that's coming from within 
us than something that is attacking us from outside. Some ways in which we can combat those lies is by 
renouncing the lie and proclaiming the truth. 

Can you recognize the work of the enemy in the lies you believe about yourself or others? 
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Texts to ponder 

“If you abide in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set 
you free.” (John 8:31-32) 

Do I cling to the truth, or do I believe lies about myself? 

“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrified because of them, for the Lord your God goes 
with you; he will never leave you nor forsake you.” (Deuteronomy 13:6) 

Do I believe God is on my side and that he will never abandon me? 

“I can do all this through him who gives me strength.” (Philippians 4:13) 

Do I rely on the strength of the Lord or on my own strength and natural abilities? 

 “And hope does not put us to shame, because God’s love has been poured out into our hearts through the 
Holy Spirit, who has been given to us.” (Romans 5:5) 

Do I really believe that my baptism empowers me to love God and others? 

“He who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.” 
(Philippians 1:6) 

Do I trust that God is perfecting me and drawing me into an intimate relationship with him? 

“We have the mind of Christ” (1 Corinthians 2:16) 

Do I rely on worldly thinking or am I open to hearing the Holy Spirit? 

“And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been called 
according to his purpose.” (Romans 8:28) 

Do I believe that I have been called by God? Do I believe that everything that happens to me is either 
ordained or allowed by him to bring about a greater purpose? 

 

Things to take to prayer 

Think about a recent time when you felt distress or discomfort because of something that happened. 

Can you link it to an earlier memory when something similar occurred? 

Of the seven deadly wounds, rejection, abandonment, fear, shame, powerlessness, hopelessness, and 
confusion, is there a particular one that seems to recur often for you. 

Pray through the appropriate renunciation prayer in the Healing Prayers handout. 

 

Prayer 

Holy Spirit, reveal to me the early memories that are linked to my current distress. Heal me and remove 
the barriers that stop me from moving forward into a rich relationship with the Father. Give me again the 
joy of experiencing an outpouring of your power into my life so that I might open myself to receive the 
love of God in a new way. Heal me so that I no longer need to protect myself from further hurt and by 
doing so stop myself from loving others. 

Come, Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of your faithful and enkindle in them the fire of your love.  Send forth 
your Spirit and they shall be created. And you shall renew the face of the earth. 

Amen.  


